---- Original Message ---From: alberto.pollmann@ mondigroup.com
Date: 10-Jul-2010 13:20
A: "Matias Pollmann Gomez" <pg.matias@gmail.com>
Re: two things to think about

(original in italian)

Hi Matias
two topics are to be addressed and - to avoid misunderstandings between us-, I prefer to address
them in black and white.
I repeat again that I am not angry with you and there are two things that I would like them to be
clear
1. - The "talents"
The talents must be used and should be well used, multiplying them.
I told you once: "I expect from you that, with your skills, you should go to the number 1, 2 or 3 in
the world in a certain topic and become an expert in that field in order to give later your
contribution to society and mankind."
This is still valid and is what as your father I expect from you.
By making so, you will have a better view of world dimension! At the beginning you will feel that
you know nothing about, that everyone else knows much more '. And this has at least three
important aspects:
- You will feel yourself "small small"
- But you'll see the vast amount of things that you could learn
- You'll be in a group at a higher level where you can really measure yourself, collaborate with
persons "at equal and similar level" and to exchange views and ideas at a good level
I know that you share the idea that you know almost everything: in sports, and in other fields. Well,
it is not like that !.
You have many good qualities, but I do not agree the way you faces some things:
- In Bolivia the way you wrote about yourself because you cook the bread to the people
- in India because you want to do a project where you already think you know everything, etc.
Go to a place where you can measure yourself with people at a high level, learn while you can,
multiply your "Talents"

Sons and daughters are expected to exceed parents because in the rule they have more
possibilities. Possibility to grow-up multi-language, multi-cultural, hence open-minded, the
experiences of their parents, knowledge of other cultures, bilingual life, etc.
If you need any support, please let me know it: I could try to contact somebody or I can personally
do something, clarify something, answer a few questions, comment some thought from you.
The only condition: respect for the role of the Father, and for this reason, for now, not in my house.

2. - Depth of thought, analytical skills, superficiality
I repeat what I said in the email below. I'm surprised about that You did not think 360 ° around an
argument, sit "on the other side of the table," to try to understand something more. '
But: This you can learn.
Try to learn it, it is very important.
I'm not the only one thinking of this your "superficiality" (please do not get angry of the word, I'm
just trying to give a clear message on the subject).

Everything said in the email below is still valid (taken out the fact that I start to take the issue
"Matis" in my Hands)
I love you
papa '
PS: I did not know that you already at 30.6 you had officially the Master degree. Congratulations if
it was so.

________________________________________
Von: Alberto Pollmann (AT, Wien)
Gesendet: Samstag, 03. Juli 2010 13:00
An: 'Matias Pollmann Gomez'
Betreff: AW: a few days in Italy
I have read and re-read your message several times. I would have expected a similar email on
December 26th last year or Dec 28th, but not after 6 months and, for me, it means that you have
not thought 360 degrees around, you have not tried to understand “why”. I'm
surprised/disillusioned of your email.
Perhaps you did not understand that you have written an e-mail "to your classmate or friend."
Instead you wrote it to your father. And I'll be 'your father even in 30 years. And even tomorrow.
And always!
And you do not even realize that they are not "angry." Believe me I'm not angry, I'm disillusioned.
For now it remains so. ' You're out of my house, by now!
And I repeat what I said you on Dec. 25th when taking a walk together and now I write it to you to
have it clear: I'll take in my hand the issues "one-by-one" and I shall approach them 'trying to fix
them! And “in this moment” you're not that "one" issue.
You should respect what you have originated or helped to create: do not go to my house if I am
present or not!. Be a man and keep your word!. Do not disillusion me also on this.
I think to come back tomorrow to Pescantina to fix some things between Monday and Wednesday!
Bye
ap
And try to reflect, because I do it always, always, always, always….!
________________________________________
Von: Matias Pollmann Gomez [mailto: pg.matias @ gmail.com]
Gesendet: Mittwoch, 30. Juni 2010 11:24
An: Alberto Pollmann (AT, Wien)
Betreff: a few days in Italy
Hello,
I'll be back in Italy a few days in July, I do not know when.
It is obvious that none of us will move on from own reasons for being angry with each other.
These reasons are different, and so there's no one can argue the other.
I am ready to leave it all behind me. But is necessary that you are also ready too and that give at
least some new from you. Otherwise we keep like this, there's no problem from my point of view.
You should know that I put it all behind me.
bye
Matias
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